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General information
"Map" Guidelines for Mineral Claim Applications
In accordance with section 177 of the Mining Act 1992 and clause 42 of the Mining Regulations
2010, the following guidelines have been developed to provide consistency in the way in which
"maps" are provided by applicants for the purpose of lodging a mineral claim application within the
Lightning Ridge or White Cliffs Mineral Claims Districts.

Lightning Ridge
1. A survey of the claim area as described in the example attached. This should be hand drawn on an A4
sized piece of paper on which a compass rose is printed. A blank template is available from the
Department’s website www.resourcesandenergy.nsw.gov.au/miners-and-explorers/applications-andapprovals/opal-mining/mineral-claims or from the Lightning Ridge office. Refer to the "notes" section at
the bottom of the example attached for instructions and information required.

Either of the following should accompany the above claim area survey:
a) A copy of the relevant Access Management Plan diagram, that clearly indicates the location of the
application area relative to property boundaries and features such as roads, fences and buildings (copies
available at the Lightning Ridge office).
b) A copy of claim area map printed from the Opal Claims System (OCS) Viewer which can be accessed on
the Department’s website. www.resourcesandenergy.nsw.gov.au/miners-and-explorers/applicationsand-approvals/opal-mining/mineral-claims.This should identify the mineral claim application area relative
to property boundaries and features such as roads, fences and buildings.

White Cliffs
2. A survey of the claim area as described in the example attached. This should be hand drawn on an A4
sized piece of paper on which a compass rose is printed. A blank template is available from the
Department’s website https://www.resourcesandenergy.nsw.gov.au/miners-and-explorers/applicationsand-approvals/opal-mining/mineral-claims or from the Lightning Ridge office. Other identifiable features
such as roads, fences, buildings and property boundaries should be included on the survey. Refer to the
"notes" section at the bottom of the example attached for instructions and information required.
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Method 1 - Traverse
A claim is defined as a series of bearings and distances from a known point.

Notes:
•

The reference peg used to mark out the claim should be clearly noted on the diagram.

•

Bearings and distances should be shown on the diagram for every part of the markout - both the traverse
from the reference mark to the claim corner(s) and each traverse which forms a side of the claim. All
bearings are from magnetic north.

•

Nearby or adjacent claims should be shown on the diagram (include claim number).

•

If the claim being marked out is an overpeg of a former claim, this should be noted on the diagram.

•

The reference mark used to mark out the claim should be known to the Lightning Ridge staff prior to marking
out the claim. Claims based on unknown reference marks will not be accepted.

•

If no reference mark is available in the vicinity, another method should be used to mark out the claim, or
the claim should remain pending until a reference point can be established.
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Contact
Division of Resources and Geoscience
Titles Customer Assistance Line
Phone +61 2 4063 6600
titles.services@planning.nsw.gov.au
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State of New South Wales through the NSW Department of Planning and Environment. ABN: 38 755 709 681
This publication is copyright. You may download, display, print and reproduce this material providing that the wording is reproduced exactly, the source is
acknowledged, and the copyright, update address and disclaimer notice are retained.
The information contained in this publication is based on knowledge and understanding at the time of writing. However, because of advances in knowledge,
users are reminded of the need to ensure that information upon which they rely is up to date and to check currency of the information with the appropriate
officer of the NSW Department of Planning and Environment or the user’s independent advisor.

Where can I find out more?
•

Call on 1300 305 695.

•

If English isn’t your first language, please call 131 450. Ask for an interpreter in your language and then request to be
connected to our Information Centre on 1300 305 695.

•

Email Click here to send an email to information@planning.nsw.gov.au.
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